DATE: 23th of February 2021

Communication regarding COVID-19 situation.
- Regarding sanitary rules : Organisation of camp has be updated to respect every rules fixed by local
authorities, and , like always, ICEPLANET will do what it takes to warranty comfort/ safety and security
of campers.

This 2021 edition, we will try to create a sanitary “SAFE ZONE”, with some new measures.
Our hotel this year will be private, only for members of ICEPLANET. No other customers.
Strict sanitary measures will be applied in our “SAFE ZONE” ( base camp, training place, travels
between different training points and hotel).
COMPULSORY for every skaters, coaches, chaperones:
one PCR test negative from less than 72 hours must be shown at check in OR vaccination certificate.
Reminder regarding new cancellation rules,
Cancellation:
It is possible to cancel the camp with full restitution of the fee until 15th of May 2021 ( minus the
transaction fee charged by online payment system ± 3,7%)

Best Regards,

Team ICEPLANET
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Additionnal informations:
- prices are unchanged for 2021 edition for weeks 27-28-29-30. We are aware it has been challenging
period for many of us, and we are doing our best to keep our camp affordable
- Coaches Team will be updated regulary until June 2021, we are working hard to create opportunities
during this challenging period. But even if team will be more compact too, as it will be less skaters on
ice , the rule of maximum 4 or 5 skaters with one coach for technic on ice will stay
- Due to COVID situation, demo dance might be held this year without public.
- Due to COVID situation, it might not be social event/ competitions held during Saturday
- Due to uncertain period, ICEPLANET might not open “THE SHOP” for this edition, but small material
will be available upon request ( gloves- skate guards etc…)
- Sharpening service will be held during this edition 2021.
- access to gym, swimming pool, and pool in hotel will be linked to decisions taken by local authorities.
At this date, some restrictions are still on, but might be changed in the next weeks.
- If you have any question, regarding anything, please use Whatsapp in priority to join camp director
at +4791609928
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